In anticipation of the Gaia astrometric mission, a sample of spectroscopic binaries is being observed since 2010 with the Sophie spectrograph at the Haute-Provence Observatory. Our aim is to derive the orbital elements of double-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB2s) with an accuracy sufficient to finally obtain the masses of the components with relative errors as small as 1 % when combined with Gaia astrometric measurements. In order to validate the masses derived from Gaia, interferometric observations are obtained for three SB2s in our sample with F-K components: HIP 14157, HIP 20601 and HIP 117186. The masses of the six stellar components are derived. Due to its edge-on orientation, HIP 14157 is probably an eclipsing binary. We note that almost all the derived masses are a few percent larger than the expectations from the standard spectral-type-mass calibration and mass-luminosity relation. Our calculation also leads to accurate parallaxes for the three binaries, and the Hipparcos parallaxes are confirmed.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper (Halbwachs et al. 2014) , we presented the selection of a sample of double-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB2) for which it will be possible to derive accurately the masses of the components when the astrometric measurements of the Gaia satellite will be delivered. Our aim is to obtain high-precision radial velocity (RV) measurements in order to derive the minimum masses of the components, M1 sin 3 i and M2 sin 3 i, where M1 and M2 are the masses and i is the inclination of the orbital plane on the plane of the sky. The Gaia astrometric measurements of c 2015 RAS the photocentre of these systems will lead to the derivation of astrometric orbits, including i, and therefore to M1 and M2. The RV measurements are obtained through two different programs: a programme of about 70 SB2 is carried on with the T193 telescope of the Haute-Provence observatory (OHP) with the Sophie spectrograph, and a separate programme of seven SB2 is using the Mercator 1.2m-telescope at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (RMO), with the HERMES spectrograph (Raskin et al. 2011) .
Despite the high quality that is expected for the Gaia measurements, we know from the reduction of the Hipparcos satellite (ESA 1997; van Leeuwen 2007) that large space astrometric surveys may be prone to systematic errors. The discussion about the reliability of the Hipparcos results is still not closed: recently, Fekel (2015) found an important discrepancy between the parallax he obtained for the system HD 207651, and the parallax given in the Hipparcos 2 catalogue (van Leeuwen 2007) , even when the orbital motion is taken into account.
The large variations affecting the basic angle of Gaia will make the verification of the Gaia measurements even more necessary (Mora et al. 2015) . Regarding double stars, a good orbit determination with Gaia depends on the measurements at various epochs, and ultimately rely on the application of the Point Spread Function (PSF) calibration, considering the object as a single star. Binaries may then be sensitive to small differences between the position given by the PSF and the position of the actual photocentre. Therefore, an independent derivation of the masses of some stars of our sample is welcome in order to validate our future results.
For these reasons, we obtained interferometric measurements with the PIONIER instrument at the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI). After one semester, three SB2s were observed over nearly half of their period. Two of these systems are from the OHP programme, and the other is from the RMO programme. HIP 14157 is a couple of chromospherically active K-dwarf stars which was noticed by Fekel, Henry & Alston (2004) for their large minimum masses. HIP 20601 is a Hyades binary star observed by Griffin et al. (1985) , and that seems also to have components with masses above expectations. HIP 117186 is an early Ftype dwarf from the sample of Nordström et al. (1997) .
The obtention of the interferometric observations is described in section 2. The RV data and the calculation of the SB2 orbital elements are in section 3. The masses of the six components are derived hereafter, in section 4. Our results are used to derive the mass-luminosity relation in the infrared H band, in section 5, and also to verify the Hipparcos parallaxes, in section 6. We conclude in section 7.
THE INTERFEROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

The observations
We observed our three systems with the four 1.8-m Auxiliary Telescopes of ESO Very Large Telescope Interferometer, using the PIONIER instrument (Berger et al. 2010; Le Bouquin et al. 2011) in the H-band on several nights: 6-8 October 2014, 17-20 October 2014, 31 October-1 November 2014, 15-17 November 2014, 4-5 December 2014, 27-28 January 2015, and 5-6 February 2015. For all targets observed in 2014, we used the prism in low resolution (SMALL) which provides a spectral resolving power R∼15, the fringes being sampled over three spectral channels. Mid-December 2014, the detector of PIONIER was changed to the new RAPID detector, and therefore observations obtained in 2015 were obtained with the new observing mode, sampling the fringes over six spectral channels. The large VLTI configuration A1-G1-K0-J3 was used -except on the nights of 15-17 Nov. 2014 when A1-G1-I1-K0 was used and on 5-6 Feb. 2015 when H0-I1-D0-G1 was used -leading to baselines of 41 (H0-I1), 47 (G1-I1, H1-I1 and K0-I1), 56.8 (K0-J3), 64 (D0-H0), 71.7 (D0-G1 and H0-G1), 80 (A1-G1), 82.5 (D0-I1), 91 (G1-K0), 107 (A1-I1), 129 (A1-K0), 132.4 (G1-J3), and 140 metres (A1-J3).
Data reduction and calibration were done in the usual way with the pndrs package presented by Le Bouquin et al. (2011) . Each pointing provides six visibilities and four closure phases dispersed over the few spectral channels across the H-band.
These interferometric observations were adjusted by a simple binary model. The diameters of the individual components, all smaller than 0.21 mas, are unresolved by our instrumental setup. The free parameters are thus the separation, the position angle of the secondary with respect to the primary, and the flux ratio. The different epochs were mostly adjusted independently. For few epochs, corresponding to small separations or incomplete dataset, the flux ratio was imposed following the results obtained at other epochs.
Fitting a binary model to interferometric observations is non-linear and non-convex 1 . We used a classical gridding approach to overcome these issues and to find the deepest minimum. We then used a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to determine the best-fit parameters and their covariance matrix. The astrometric error ellipsoid is the on-sky representation of this covariance matrix.
Our results are summarised in Table 1 . The positions of the secondary component with respect to the primary are plotted on Fig. 1. 
Verification and correction of the uncertainties
Reliable uncertainties are needed to derive masses from apparent positions and from RV measurements. This point is especially important hereafter, since several parameters in the common solution leading to the masses are coming as well from the interferometric observations as from the spectroscopic ones. This applies to the period P , the eccentricity e, the epoch of the periastron T0 and the periastron longitude ω. Overestimating the uncertainties of the interferometric observations would lead to underestimate the weights of these observations and to exaggerate the contribution of the RV in the derivation of these terms, and vice versa. To verify the uncertainties, the "visual" orbit of the Figure 1 . The combined orbits of the three SB2 observed with PIONIER. Upper row: the visual orbits; the node line is in dashes, while the position of the primary is indicated by the cross. Second row: the residuals along the semi-major axis of the error ellipsoid. Third row: the residuals along the semi-minor axis of the error ellipsoid. Last row: the spectroscopic orbits; the circles refer to the primary component, and the triangle to the secondary; the large filled symbols refer to the new RV measurements obtained with HERMES or Sophie. For each SB2, the RVs are shifted to the same zero point. star is derived. Computing a visual orbit consists in searching seven unknowns: the period, P , the eccentricity, e, the epoch of the periastron, T0, and the Thiele-Innes elements A, B, F , G. Therefore, a minimum of eight observations is needed to derive these terms and to estimate their errors. Since a relative position is a two-dimensional observation, this corresponds to four interferometric observations. For the least observed star, which is HIP 20601, we have six interferometric observations, resulting in five degrees of freedom in the derivation of the orbit. This is sufficient to allow the verification of the error estimations.
We derive the orbit of each binary, and we calculate F2, the estimator of the goodness-of-fit defined in Stuart & Ord (1994) :
where ν is the number of degrees of freedom and χ 2 is the weighted sum of the squares of the differences between the predicted and the observed values, normalised with respect to their uncertainties. When the predicted values are obtained through a linear model, F2 follows the normal distribution N (0, 1). When non-linear models are used, but when the errors are small in comparison to the measurements, as hereafter, the model is approximately linear around the solution, and F2 follows also N (0, 1). We also used simulations to verify that this property is true even when the number of degrees of freedom is as small as five. It appears that, when the uncertainties provided by the PIONIER reduction are taken into account, F2 is systematically negative. This indicates that these uncertainties are overestimated. In order to keep the relative weights of the observations, the uncertainties of the positions of any star are divided by the same coefficient, in order to have F2 = 0.
The uncertainties σmin and σmax in Table 1 are thus obtained. It is worth noticing that they are similar to the errors expected for Gaia (Perryman 2005; Eyer et al. 2015) .
THE RADIAL VELOCITIES AND THE SB2 ORBITS
Existing RV measurements
Radial velocity measurements are obtained from the SB9 Catalogue (Pourbaix et al. 2004) , which is regularly updated and accessible on-line 2 . Primarily, the spectroscopic orbits of these stars were derived assigning weights to the measurements of the primary and of the secondary component. Since our purpose is to derive masses not only from these measurements, but also from new RV measurements and from interferometric observations, it is necessary to convert these weights to reliable uncertainties.
To evaluate the uncertainty of the RV of any component, the single-lined orbit of the star is derived. The weights of the RV measurements are transformed to uncertainties in order to get a SB1 orbit with F2 = 0. It is worth noticing that this method is similar in its principle to the usual approach consisting in taking for the uncertainty the standard deviation of the residuals of the RV. However, it is much more reliable and it leads to uncertainties significantly larger.
When the RV uncertainties are obtained for both components, the SB2 orbit is derived, and F2 is calculated again. A correction coefficient is applied to have at the end an SB2 orbit again with F2 = 0. This method leads to the following results:
• For HIP 14157, the uncertainty of the RV measured by Fekel, Henry & Alston (2004) is 0.582 and 0.677 km s −1 for the primary and for the secondary component, respectively.
• The standard procedure requires an adaptation for the treatment of the RV measurements provided by Griffin et al. (1985) for HIP 20601. No weights are indicated by the authors, but 7 of the 63 measurements of the primary component are flagged as uncertain, and the secondary component received only 4 RV measurements. We assign 0.843 km s −1 to the uncertainty of the 56 "not uncertain" RV measurements, in order to get an SB1 orbit with F2 = 0. The uncertainty of the "uncertain" primary RV is then 1.504 km s −1 , in order to still have F2 = 0 for the SB1 orbit of the primary component. The uncertainty of the RV of the secondary component is then 3.000 km s −1 , in order to have F2 = 0 for the SB2 orbit of the binary.
• For HIP 117186, the uncertainty of the RV measured by Nordström et al. (1997) is 1.837 and 1.487 km s −1 for the primary and for the secondary component, respectively.
The sets of RV of the three stars are further completed with high-accuracy measurements recently obtained.
New RV measurements
Radial velocities from the HERMES spectrograph
HIP 14157 received 8 RV measurements between January 2015 and August 2015. The fibre-fed HERMES spectrograph covers the whole wavelength range from 380 to 900 nm at a resolving power of ∼ 86, 000. A Python-based pipeline extracts a wavelength-calibrated and a cosmic-ray cleaned spectrum. A restricted region, covering the range 478.11 -653.56 nm (orders 55 -74) was used to derive a crosscorrelation function (CCF) with a spectral mask constructed from an Arcturus spectrum and containing 2103 useful spectral lines. A spectrum with a signal-to-noise ratio of 15 is usually sufficient to obtain a cross-correlation function (CCF) with a well-pronounced maximum.
Radial velocities are determined from a Gaussian fit to the core of the CCF with an internal precision of a few m s −1 . The most important external source of error is the varying atmospheric pressure in the spectrograph room (see Fig. 9 of Raskin et al. 2011) , which is largely eliminated by the arc spectra taken for wavelength calibration. The long-term stability (years) of the resulting radial velocities is checked with RV standard stars from Udry, Mayor & Queloz (1999) . Their standard-deviation distribution peaks at σRV = 55 m s −1 , which we adopt as the typical radial-velocity uncertainty for such relatively bright single stars. The RV standard stars have also been used to tie the HERMES RVs to the IAU standard system.
For a SB2 system, the reduction process leads to estimations of the uncertainties of the RV which are obviously underestimated, due to the pollution of the spectrum of each component by that of the other one. This appears clearly when the orbital elements are derived from the 8 HERMES observations of HIP 14157: the goodness-of-fit of the SB2 solution is as large as F2 = 17.3, and the standard deviations of the residuals are 0.138 and 0.219 km s −1 , respectively. We assume then that the ratio of the true uncertainties is σRV 2/σRV 1 = 1.59. The uncertainties are then increased, by adding quadratically a noise depending on the component, until we have F2 = 0. This condition is fulfilled with the noises 0.187 and 0.298 km s −1 , respectively. This method is a bit different from the one applied above to derive the uncertainties of the previously published measurements, since the correction of the uncertainties is not done separately for each component. However, it is more suitable for an SB2 with few observations. The RVs of the components of HIP 14157 and the uncertainties thus obtained are listed in Table 3 .
Derivation of RV from Sophie spectra with TODMOR
HIP 20601 and HIP 117186 received 12 and 7 Sophie spectra, respectively, between December 2010 and December 2014. The RV of the components are derived using the two-dimensional correlation algorithm TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh 1994; Zucker et al. 2004) , as explained hereafter.
The TODCOR algorithm calculates the crosscorrelation of an SB2 spectrum and two best-matching stellar atmosphere models, one for each component of the observed binary system. This two-dimensional crosscorrelation function (2D-CCF) is maximized at the radial velocities of both components. The multi-order version of TODCOR, named TODMOR (Zucker et al. 2004) , determines the radial velocities of both components from the gathering of the 2D-CCF obtained from each order of the spectrum.
All Sophie multi-orders spectra are deblazed, then pseudo-continuum normalised using a p-percentile filter (Hodgson et al. 1985) . The percentile p=0.5 selects the median among all flux values contained within the filter's window; any p>0.5 selects flux with value larger than the median. The percentile p and the width w of the filtering window are chosen so that the resulting normalised spectra are as flat as possible, while not altering the depth and shape of any lines. These constraints led us to chose for both targets w∼1,300 pixels (∼33Å); the width of one Sophie order is about 4, 000 pixels (∼100Å); 33Å is about twice the full width at half-maximum for a Balmer line of early-type stars and for Ca II lines of late-type stars. The value of p was determined independently for each order by maximising the two dimensional cross-correlation.
We determined for the two components of each binary best-matching atmospheric models from the PHOENIX library (Husser et al. 2013 ). For consistency, we also applied a p-percentile filter on the spectra of the models, with p=0.99 and the same window's width as for HIP 117186 and HIP 20601 spectra, of ∼1,300 pixels. On those spectra for which both peaks of the SB2 components are well separated, we optimized the two-dimensional cross-correlation function varying the effective temperature, the stellar rotation's v sin ir, the metallicity and the surface gravity's log g of both components.
The grid for optimisation is defined with T eff extending from 3,000 to 6,900 K with steps of 100 K and from 7,000 to 11,000 with steps of 200 K; log(g) extending from 2 to 6 dex with steps of 0.5 and linearly interpolated from 4 to 5.5 with steps of 0.1; [Fe/H] extending from −1.5 to 1 dex with steps of 0.5 and linearly interpolated from −1 to 0.5 with steps of 0.1; v sin ir extending continuously from 0 to 200 km.s −1 ; and the flux ratio, α, extending continuously from 0 to 1. The secondary log g was fixed for each set of test parameters with respect to primary and secondary effective temperatures, primary log g and estimated mass ratio q=M2/M1, using the following relation log g2 − log g1 = log q + 2 log R2 R1
where B(T eff ) is the value of the blackbody flux for effective temperature T eff at the median wavelength λ med,20 of Sophie's median order n
• 19 over 39. The derived values of the stellar parameters are given for both components in Table 2 . For HIP 117186 only one spectrum had large enough separation between the primary and secondary peaks, namely the spectrum observed at periastron passage. For HIP 20601, all spectra gave very consistent results, up to 5K and 100K in effective temperature for the primary and secondary respectively, 0.03 and 0.4 in log g, 0.2 and 0.6 km s −1 in v sin ir, 0.01 in metallicity, and 0.01 in flux ratio. However, the individual uncertainties are much larger than these scatter values, so we give here the average individual uncertainties divided by the square-root of the number of spectra used for deriving the parameters, namely Nspec.
The individual uncertainties were determined by defining as lower and upper bounds the values of the parameters at maximum of the CCF minus the estimated level of the noise in the CCF. This level is given by σCCF∼ 1/SNR 2 / F , the order-average noise-to-signal 
Finally, we applied TODCOR to all multi-order spectra of each target and determined the radial velocities of both components. We discarded several orders of the spectra of HIP 20601 and HIP 117186, which were strongly affected by telluric lines (orders n
• 31, 34, 36 and 39). At a given exposure, for each of the selected orders, we calculated a two dimensional cross-correlation function, from which we derived the maximising values of radial velocities for the primary and the secondary.
For each target, there are systematic order-to-order variations of the radial velocity measurements, different for each SB2 component. These systematics come from signalto-noise, number of atomic lines available, and discrepancies of the models with the real spectrum; they are specific to each component and each order. To estimate them, we first calculated for each exposure the residuals of the velocities derived for all individual order around the median velocity; then we considered the residuals obtained for all exposures at an individual order, and calculated the systematic shift for this order as the median of the residuals. We estimated as well a measurement error for each order from the scatter of its residuals about the systematics.
Then, we determined at all epochs the radial velocities of the primary and the secondary and their uncertainties from the weighted average and the square-root of the weighted variance of the corrected order-by-order velocities.
The uncertainties of the RV measurements thus obtained need to be verified, and possibly corrected, since the method of calculation leads to overestimating the errors. Again, the verification is based on F2, and when a correction is necessary, it is done in order to obtain F2 = 0. For HIP 20601, we have 12 RV measurements for each component. We derive the 6 parameters of each SB1 orbit, and F2 is obtained with 6 degrees of freedom. For the primary and for the secondary component, we obtain F2 = −1.63 and −2.43, respectively. These small values clearly confirm that the uncertainties are too large for both components. They are multiplied by 0.554 and 0.369, respectively, in order to have F2 = 0. When the SB2 orbit is derived with the corrected uncertainties, F2 = 0.32. Although this value seems quite acceptable, we apply an additional correction factor of 1.058, in order to have F2 = 0 for the SB2 orbit coming from our measurements, as we did for the SB2 orbit obtained from previously published measurements, in section 3.1. We have only 7 RV measurements for each component of HIP 117186. This number is sufficient to derive the SB1 orbits, but, with only one degree of freedom, the method applied to HIP 20601 is not sufficiently robust to lead to reliable uncertainties. Therefore, we consider only the SB2 orbit, which is derived with 6 degrees of freedom. We have F2 = −0.81, and we correct the uncertainties by multiplying them by 0.766. After this correction, we verify that both SB1 orbits have acceptable values of F2: we find F2 = −0.13 and −0.77, respectively.
The RVs and the uncertainties finally derived are in Table 3 .
The SB2 orbits
We compute the SB2 orbits, taking into account simultaneously the existing and the new measurements. In addition to the usual parameters of an SB2 orbit, we introduce 3 offsets of the RV measurements: dn−p, the offset between the new measurements and the published ones, and d p 2−1 and d n 2−1 , the offsets between the RV of the secondary components and the RV of the primary components, for the published and for the new measurements. The systemic velocity, V0, is derived in the system of the new RV measurements of the primary component.
For HIP 14157 and HIP 20601, F2 = −0.041 and −0.16, respectively, indicating that both sets of measurements are quite compatible. For HIP 117186, F2 = 0.78, since some discrepancies appear between the SB2 orbit derived from the new measurements and the preceding one; the most important is the mass ratio, which is 0.771 ± 0.021 with the previously published measurements and 0.844 ± 0.012 with our observations. Nevertheless, the SB2 orbit obtained from both sets of RVs is basically indistinguishable from the one derived from our measurements alone, but the period is much more accurate, thanks to the extension of the timespan covered by the observations. The new SB2 orbits are presented in Table 4 .
THE MASSES
Derivation of the masses
The masses of the components are directly derived from the interferometric and from the RV measurements, taken into account simultaneously. However, we increase the RV uncertainties of HIP 117186 by 1.088, which would lead to a SB2 orbit with F2 = 0. This operation increases the relative weights of the interferometric measurements in the derivation of the combined orbit. The solution consists in up to 13 independent parameters, which are: the orbital parameters P , T0, e, V0, ω1, i, Ω1, the masses M1, M2, the trigonometric parallax ̟, and also the RV offsets dn−p, d It is worth noticing that we prefer to directly obtain M1, M2 and ̟, rather than the observational parameters K1, K2 and a, the apparent semi-major axis of the interferometric orbit. The advantage of this method is that it leads directly to the uncertainties of the masses and of the parallax, in place of the uncertainties on K1, K2 and a when the latter parameters are obtained from the combined interferometric and spectroscopic observations. The parameters of the combined solutions are presented in Table 5 . The uncertainties of masses range between 0.0019 and 0.034 M⊙, and the relative errors range between 0.26 and 2.4 %. This is similar to the accuracies expected using the Gaia astrometry. 
Notes on individual objects
HIP 14157. This system is extensively discussed by Fekel, Henry & Alston (2004) , who pointed out that the primary is a BY Dra variable star with a variability amplitude around 0.02 mag. Due to an inclination almost edgeon, the masses of the components are close to the minimum masses that they found. We confirm then that the mass of the K2-K3 V secondary component is 0.882 M⊙. This is larger than the canonical value, which is between 0.67 M⊙ (for a K5 V star), and 0.79 M⊙ (for a K0 V star) according to Cox (2000) . Such discrepancy is not surprising, but known since a while, since Griffin et al. (1985) and references therein already pointed out that the real masses of Ktype stars are usually 15 % larger than the canonical values. In a similar way, we find that the primary component is too heavy for a K0 V star. The minimum projected separation between the components is only 0.090 mas, corresponding to 0.99 solar radius. Since Fekel et al. estimated the stellar radii R1 = 0.99 R⊙ and R2 = 0.76 R⊙, the system is very likely an eclipsing one. Table 4 . The orbital elements of the three stars, derived from both the previously existing RV measurements and from the new ones. The minimum masses and minimum semi-major axes are derived from the true period (Ptrue = P × (1 − V 0 /c)). Table 6 . The magnitudes in the infrared H band, and the absolute magnitudes of the components derived from the flux ratios taken from Table 1 and from the parallaxes in Table 5 (Perryman et al. 1998; de Bruijne, Hoogerwerf & de Zeeuw 2001) . Griffin et al. (1985) estimated that the spectral types of the components are probably G6 and K5, in good agreement with our estimates of the effective temperatures. As a consequence, the masses are around 7 % larger than the canonical values listed in Cox (2000) . HIP 117186. The effective temperatures of the components correspond to spectral types around F5, and the canonical masses are around 1.4. This corresponds well to the mass of the secondary component, but is around 20% percent less than the mass of the primary component.
THE INFRARED MASS-LUMINOSITY RELATION
The data derived from PIONIER observations include the flux ratios f2/f1 which are listed in Table 1 . The photometric band is similar to the infrared H band of 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) , and, for each binary, we derive the mean value of the magnitude difference, ∆H, and its standard error. The total H magnitudes of the binaries are taken from Cutri et al. (2003) , and the individual absolute H magnitude of the components are then computed, using the parallaxes from Table 5 . The results are given in Table 6 . The masses and the absolute H magnitudes of the six components are plotted on a mass-luminosity diagram in Fig. 2 . The mass-luminosity relation of Henry & McCarthy (1993) is also shown for comparison. Although the masses of our stars are within the uncertainties of the canonical relation, they are in excess by around 8 % when H abs is between 3.6 and 4.7 mag.
VERIFICATION OF THE HIPPARCOS PARALLAXES
The elements of the combined solutions presented in Table 5 include parallaxes with errors between 0.037 and 0.078 mas. They are roughly 10 times better than the errors of the parallaxes coming from Hipparcos. However, in the Hipparcos 2 catalogue, the parallaxes of these stars were derived through the single-star (SS) model, ignoring that they are binaries. As a consequence, a discrepancy between our parallaxes and the Hipparcos ones could be due to a reduction based on the use of the single-star model, and not to errors in the Hipparcos transits. In order to check the reliability of Hipparcos itself, we first computed the corrections of the Hipparcos 2 parallaxes. For that purpose, the residuals of any single-star solution were input in the computation of an astrometric orbital (AO) solution. However, except for the astrometric semi-major axis, a0, all the orbital elements were fixed on the values already obtained. The new parallaxes, ̟AO, are listed in Table 7 , with a0 and the goodness-of-fit of the new solution, F2 AO . The uncorrected parallax and the related goodness-of-fit, F2 SS , are indicated for comparison. F2 is always ameliorated when the orbital motion is taken into account, and a0 is always smaller than twice its uncertainty. Therefore, it would not have been not possible to detect the orbital motion from Hipparcos alone.
The corrected Hipparcos parallaxes are compared to our parallaxes in Fig. 3 . For HIP 14157 and HIP 117186, the agreement is less than the standard error. For HIP 20601, the difference is (1.86 ± 1.41) mas, ie 1.3 times the standard error. This is still a rather good agreement, and it seems that the discrepancy found by Fekel for HD 207651 is due to peculiarities, such as the presence of a third star.
CONCLUSION
We have combined interferometric observations performed with the VLTI with radial velocities in order to derive the masses of the components of three binary stars. Thanks to the exquisite accuracy of the PIONIER observations, but also to the fact that the orbits are all close to edgeon, the accuracy of the masses thus obtained is between 0.26 and 2.4 %. This is less than the 3 % limit applied by Torres, Andersen & Giménez (2010) when they set up their list of accurate masses. This is also close to the uncertainties that we expect to obtain combining the RV measurements with Gaia astrometry.
Five of the six masses are a few percent larger than the expectations coming from the standard spectral type-mass calibration, confirming Griffin et al. (1985) . The masses below one solar mass are also around 8 % larger than the masses derived from the mass-luminosity relation of Henry & McCarthy (1993) , although they are within their error interval. One of our star (HIP 14157) should be observed as an eclipsing binary; this would confirm the small inclination that we have found, and therefore improve the accuracy of the masses, but it would also make possible the estimation of the radii of the components.
The parallaxes are derived in the same time as the orbital elements of the binaries, with an accuracy much better than that of the Hipparcos 2 catalogue. The reliability of the Hipparcos parallaxes is confirmed.
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